Brown County Schools
Evaluation and Compensation Plan
School Year 2021-2022
TAP SYSTEM OVERVIEW
(from the TAP Evaluation & Compensation Guide)
The System for Teacher and Student Advancement (TAP) was launched by the Milken
Family Foundation in 1999 and is now operated by the National Institute for Excellence in
Teaching (NIET). The goal of TAP is improved teacher professional practice resulting in
improved student achievement. TAP is designed to elevate the teaching profession
through the implementation of four interrelated elements:
● Multiple Career Paths: TAP allows teachers to pursue a variety of positions
throughout their careers — career, mentor, and master teacher — depending upon
their interests, abilities and accomplishments.
● Ongoing Applied Professional Growth: TAP restructures the school schedule to
provide time for TAP teachers to participate in weekly cluster group meetings. Led
by master and mentor teachers, cluster group meetings allow teachers to examine
student data together, engage in collaborative planning and learn instructional
strategies that have proven successful in their schools.

● Instructionally Focused Accountability: TAP teachers are observed in
classroom instruction several times a year by multiple trained observers,
including principals and master and mentor teachers, using research- based
rubrics for several dimensions of instructional quality. Evaluators are trained and
certified on these rubrics, and leadership teams monitor the reliability and
consistency of evaluations in their schools.
● Performance-Based Compensation: TAP’s Performance-Based Compensation
model provides differentiated options for educators to earn additional
compensation each year.
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EVALUATION AND COMPENSATION COMMITTEE

Brown County School district administration, in collaboration with our local Brown
County Educators Association (BCEA), will review this plan annually. A copy of the plan
will be emailed to all Brown County Schools certified employees prior to the start of the
evaluation process. The plan can also be found on the corporation website.

TEACHER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROCESS

Performance Based Standards
Each teacher earns a score based on his or her performance as compared to the standards
that are set.
Standards are set for the following criteria:
1. Skills, Knowledge and Responsibilities (SKR)
2. Classroom achievement gains
3. School-wide achievement gains
The above criteria are measured by using the following:
1. Classroom observations
2. Classroom-level value-added assessment
3. School-wide value-added assessment
Qualified evaluators assess these standards for decision-making related to:
1. Annual evaluation processes according to law
2. Qualification for career path movement
3. The determination of performance awards
Qualified Evaluators
● Principals, master teachers, mentor teachers and district personnel are eligible to
serve as qualified evaluators.
● All designated evaluators must participate in required certification training and
demonstrate proficiency in the TAP evaluation process by successfully completing
an annual certification test to be qualified.
Master and Mentor Teachers
Master and mentor teachers are chosen through a competitive, rigorous, performancebased selection process. Master and mentor teachers must have expert curricular
knowledge, outstanding instructional skills and the ability to work effectively with other
adults. They take on additional responsibilities and authority, and are required to have a
longer work year. Master and mentor teachers are held to a different performance
standard than the career teachers in their school and are compensated accordingly.
Along with the principal, master and mentor teachers are part of the school’s TAP
Leadership Team and are responsible for setting specific annual student learning goals.
They oversee all TAP activities aimed at meeting these goals including extensive group
and individual coaching and support. Masters and mentors, along with the principal, also
conduct teacher evaluations that are tied to teacher performance awards. TAP provides
training and certification services to prepare principals, masters and mentors to conduct
professional growth activities and teacher evaluations effectively.
Hiring Procedures
District ALT will:
● Review applications, conduct the selection process and make recommendations for filling each
position.
● Inform the faculty of open positions for master and mentor teachers and the qualifications
required for selection.
● Actively seek candidates for master and mentor positions within the school and district and
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●
●
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across the state. All positions must be competitively hired. (If an appropriate candidate is not
found,then the school must wait to implement TAP until such a person becomes available.)
Require each candidate to submit a portfolio (application questionnaire)
Require each candidate to submit evidence of student learning gains attributable to the
candidate’s instruction.
Use TAP/district qualifications to evaluate master and mentor candidates.
Conduct personal interviews with candidates by multiple interviewers.
Observe classroom performance or require an instructional demonstration by candidates using
the TAP Rubrics.

Evaluation Team
The TAP teacher evaluation system requires that each teacher be evaluated multiple
times each year by multiple qualified evaluators. The evaluation team consists of an
administrator (principal, assistant principal or district personnel), a master teacher and a
mentor teacher. The teacher also serves as a self-evaluator to facilitate reflection on their
own teaching.
Evaluation POP Cycle: All announced observations will follow the POP Cycle.
Unannounced observations will follow the same cycle without the Pre-Conference.
● Pre-Conference: Prior to the lesson observation; Teacher shares lesson plan and
information; Evaluator analyzes lesson plan and prepares for pre-conference; Preconference/feedback
● Observation: Lesson observation; Evaluator scripts a full lesson, beginning to end
● Post-Conference: After the lesson observation: Teacher analyzes student
work/completes self-reflection; Evaluator reviews analyzed student work,
analyzes evidence, asks teacher any necessary clarifying questions, completes
scoring, identified reinforcement and refinement; Post conference/feedback;
Ongoing support for teachers
Evaluation Cycle Frequency and Weighting
● Each teacher with 2+ years of experience and was employed by Brown County
Schools during the prior school year will be observed 3 times during a school year.
Two observations will be announced and one will be unannounced.
● Teachers with 0-1 years of experience or have 0 years of experience in Brown
County School will have a fourth observation (practice) that will be completed first
and will not be included in the summative evaluation data.
● For each observation, teachers are required to complete a self-evaluation.
● Once a year, teachers will also complete a responsibilities survey. To evaluate
these responsibilities, the following process is followed:
Master teacher
The administrator and the teachers in the master teacher’s cluster group (career
and mentor teachers) fill out the master teacher responsibilities survey at the end
of the school year. Some questions on the master teacher survey are answered only
by the administrator and mentor teachers. The results are averaged to produce a
final responsibilities score.
Mentor teacher
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The administrator, master teacher(s) and career teachers who work with the
mentor teacher complete a responsibilities survey at the end of the school year.
Some questions on the mentor teacher survey are answered only by the
administrator and master teachers. The results are averaged to produce a final
responsibilities score.
Career teacher
The mentor and master teacher(s) complete the responsibilities survey at the end
of the school year for each career teacher whom they support. The results are
averaged to produce a final responsibilities score.
● Observation cycle 1 will begin the second full week of the school year with an
announced observation. All subsequent evaluation windows will open the second
week of the trimester and close one week before the end of the trimester.
Windows for 2021-2022 school year are:

●

●
●
●
●
●

Window 1- August 23 - October 29 (9 weeks),
Window 2- November 15 - February 11 (11 weeks),
Window 3- February 28 - May 13 (10 weeks)
Observation cycle 1 will be announced and observation cycles 2 and 3 may be
announced or unannounced. During cycle 2 and 3 master teachers or principals
will conduct one unannounced observation for each teacher. A two week
observation window will be issued to each teacher prior to the unannounced
observation. Teachers will receive one unannounced observation and two
announced observations.
Evaluations are balanced across leadership team roles: Master Teacher, Mentor
Teacher, and Administrator.
Principals or Assistant Principals will serve as the administrator evaluator.
The Administrator will evaluate the Master Teacher. Master Teachers will be
evaluated in a classroom setting.
All certified teaching staff including School Counselors, Speech Language
Pathologists, Special Education Teachers, and Adult Education Teachers will be
evaluated.
All principals and assistant principals will be evaluated using a mutually agreed
upon rubric. Principals will be evaluated by the Superintendent. Assistant
principals will be evaluated by the principal, and master teachers.

● All certified educators not serving in a teacher, principal, or assistant principal
role will be evaluated yearly as follows. Superintendent is evaluated by the Brown
County Board of School Trustees. The Director of Student Support Services,
Director of Career Connected Learning, and Director of the Career Resource
Center will be evaluated yearly by the Superintendent.
● Evaluations are weighted differently based on who is conducting the evaluation.
These weights are computed at the end of the year when final SKR scores are
averaged.
● When a teacher is evaluated according to the Skills, Knowledge and
Responsibilities criteria, he or she is given an averaged performance rating for
each evaluation based on the indicators in each of the four domains: 1. Planning, 2.
Environment, 3. Instruction, 4. Responsibilities
● In each domain, performance is rated on a five-point scale, averaged and assigned
a single score. Further, each domain is assigned a weight on which performance
awards are based.
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● Evaluation Weights: DOMAIN
○ Planning: 15% Career Teacher, 15% Mentor Teacher, 15% Master Teacher
○ Environment: 5% Career Teacher, 5% Mentor Teacher, 5% Master Teacher
○ Instruction: 75% Career Teacher, 60% Mentor Teacher, 40% Master
Teacher
○ Responsibilities: 5% Career Teacher, 20% Mentor Teacher, 40% Master
Teacher
● Evaluation Weights: EVALUATOR
○ For Career and Mentor Teachers
■ Evaluator Type: Mentor, Weighting: 20%
■ Evaluator Type: Master, Weighting: 35%
■ Evaluator Type: Administrator, Weighting: 35%
■ Self-Evaluation: 10%
○ For Master Teachers
■ Evaluator Type: Mentor or Master, Weighting: 35%
■ Evaluator Type: Administrator, Weighting: 55%
■ Self-Evaluation: 10%

Appeals Process
● The teacher can appeal if there is a discrepancy of three more points between the
self-reflection rating and the observer rating.
● The teacher writes an appeals statement that includes the indicator(s) being
appealed and their evidence from the lesson, by indicator, to support the appeal.
This appeals statement is submitted to the building Instructional Leadership Team
for review.
● The Instructional Leadership Team convenes to review teacher evidence and
existing observer evidence. The principal makes a final decision.
● The teacher can appeal the school-level decision to the superintendent, as needed.
The following conditions must be met:
1. The District Appeal Committee, in addition to the members established by
statute, must include at least one master teacher from the TAP school.
2. A review of the TAP teacher contract is presented.
3. A review of the TAP teacher evaluation documentation is presented.
4. Decisions from the District Appeal Committee are final.
TSL Grant Performance Based Compensation
● Goal—to recognize, reward, and incentivize strong performance in teaching as
measured by observation and student growth data.
● Through the TSL Grant, teachers and building administrators have the
opportunity to earn performance-based compensation for four years 2020-2024.
● The grant budget currently allocates $2500/teacher, $5000 per assistant principal,
and $7500 per principal
● Each school is given a budget for performance-based compensation based on this
amount.
● This additional compensation sits on top of a teachers’ annual salary (more like a
“bonus” based on performance).
● Typically, PBC is paid out in the fall (September/October.)
● If a certified teacher or building administrator retires from Brown County Schools
in the previous school year, they will receive any earned performance based
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compensation when the compensation is issued.
● If a certified teacher or building administrator leaves Brown County Schools for
any reason other than retirement, they will not receive performance based
compensation issued after separation if they resign before the start of the
following year’s first POP cycle.
● If a master or mentor teacher completes his/her responsibilities for two POP
cycles, they will be included in their respective master/mentor PBC payout pool.
Any master or mentor teacher who does not meet this criteria will be placed into
the career teacher PBC payout pool.
Performance Based Compensation Baseline Metrics
SKR: To be eligible to earn the portion of the award pool set aside for SKR, the minimum
“thresholds” are as follows:
● Career teachers must earn a SKR score of no less than “2.5”
● Mentor teachers must earn a SKR score of no less than “3.5”
● Master teachers must earn a SKR score of no less than “4.0”
● Principals must earn a summative evaluation of no less than “4.0” from the
Superintendent. Assistant Principals must earn a summative evaluation of no less
than 4.0 from the building Principal.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT/GROWTH:

To be eligible to earn the portion of the award pool set aside for those metrics, the
minimum “thresholds” are as follows:
● School-wide student achievement/growth metric = “3”
● Individual student achievement growth metric minimum = “3”
Performance Based Compensation is Measured as Follows:
2021-22 School
Year

50% of the PBC determined by the teacher or building
administrator’s SKR score and 50% of the PBC determined by a
school-wide metric, the 2021-2022 building letter grade.
*In the event that no school-wide letter grade is given, an alternative
method for determining student achievement will be determined
using state assessment results.

Future Grant
Years (through 2324)

Formative assessment tools are being researched,evaluated, and
implemented during school years 2020-2022. An identified tool
will be used to transition measurement to 50% of the PBC
determined by the teacher’s SKR score, 30% determined by
individual classroom growth/achievement, and 20% determined
by school-wide student growth/achievement.

Summative Score Alignment to Indiana Metric for Highly Effective, Effective,
Improvement Necessary, and Ineffective Categories:
Highly Effective: 3.7-5.0
Effective: 2.3-3.69
Improvement Necessary: 1.7-2.29
Ineffective: 1.0-1.69
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Negative Impact
The building level administrator will establish a procedure to ensure that a student will
not be instructed for two consecutive years by two consecutive teachers rated as
Ineffective. This procedure will be established in consultation with the Superintendent.
If there is a situation where it is unavoidable for a student to be instructed by consecutive
teachers rated as Ineffective, the student's parents will be notified prior to the start of the
school year.
Evaluation Alignment with Professional Development
Brown County Schools believes both novice and veteran teachers benefit from specific
professional development opportunities in order to excel in the classroom and continue to
improve throughout their careers. As required by IC 20-28-11.5, the district’s plan links
staff members’ performance evaluation results with professional development
opportunities and license renewal credits. Providing professional development to all
certificated and non-certificated staff is critical to the district’s vision and mission.
Professional learning communities are held weekly for all certified staff and are connected
to school level and/or district level improvement goals as well as specific curriculum
initiatives outlined by the BCS Board of School Trustees. The TAP evaluation system
should produce data that reveals trends in teacher competency. These trends should
identify district level strengths as well as pinpoint needs in professional learning.
Calculation of Performance Based Compensation - EXAMPLE
Reference: TEC Guide, Located on EEPASS
SKR Calculation
In the TEC guide on P. 32, the "pay ratio" is detailed for each of the following.
Career Teacher ($2500)
Mentor Teacher ($2500)
Master Teacher ($2500)
Asst. Principal ($5000)
Principal ( $7500)
Career Teacher SKR Score:
Since our pool is $2,500, $1,250 is designated for the SKR category.
Example Scenario:
If we have a building with 20 career teachers, the total SKR pool is $25,000.
SKR
Score
1
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5

# of Teachers w/Score
0
0
5
5
4
3
2
1

Pay Ratio
0
0
1
2
3
5
6
7

Pay Ratio X # of Teachers Attaining
0
0
5
10
12
15
12
7
TOTAL:

Total Award Pool Designate for SKR: $25,000
Sum (PayRatio X Number of Teachers Attaining Score: 61
Award amount at Pay Ratio = 1 (25,000/61): $410

61
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Now knowing the Award Amount at Pay Ratio, the teachers in this simulation would
earn:
SKR:
2.5 =
410 X 1 = $410
3=
410 X 2 = $820
3.5 =
410 X 3 = $1,230
4=
410 X 5 = $2,050
4.5 =
410 X 6 = $2,460
5=
410 X 7 = $2,870
School-wide Value Added Score/Letter Grade Alignment Calculation
Letter grades align with scoring resulting in:
A=5 B=4 C=3 D=2 F=1

Here, Since our total pool is $2,500, $1,250 is designated for the category.
Value Added Score
1 (F)
2 (D)
3 (C)
4 (B)
5 (A)

Percent of Award
0%
0%
50%
75%
100%

Running the same hypothetical of a building with 20 career teachers:
Teacher payout for letter grade would equal:
F: $0
D: $0
C: $625 (50% of total $1,250)
B: $937.50 (75% of total $1,250)
A: $1,250 (100% of total $1,250)
Teaching Skills, Knowledge and Responsibilities Performance Standards
The TAP Teaching Skills, Knowledge and Responsibilities Performance Standards are the
backbone of TAP’s Instructionally Focused Accountability element. To measure teaching
skills, knowledge and responsibilities, one must define the skills and determine how they
are demonstrated at different levels of performance.
These standards were developed based on education psychology and cognitive science
research focusing on learning and instruction, as well as an extensive review of
publications from national and state teacher standards organizations.
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